2019 DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
TOP FIVE MOMENTS
DAY ONE - JULY 30
Bernie Sanders | Healthcare

8:42 p.m.

When questioned whether he actually knows if dental care, hearing aids and
eyeglasses for seniors would be covered under Medicare For All, Sanders replies,
“I do! I wrote the damn bill!”

Elizabeth Warren | Capitalism vs. Socialism

9:18 p.m.

Warren delivers what some describe as the line of the night: “You know, I don’t
understand why anybody goes to all the trouble of running for President of the
United States just to talk about what we really can’t do and shouldn’t fight for.”

Color Guard + Choir | National Anthem

8:08 p.m.

Reverence and applause for the national anthem.

Bernie Sanders | Healthcare

8:25 p.m.

Sanders reacts to the notion that Medicare For All is “political suicide that will just get
President Trump re-elected” with an emphatic “You’re wrong!”

John Hickenlooper | Progressive vs. Moderate Policies

9:13 p.m.
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Hickenlooper on Sanders’ case for a higher minimum wage and the benefits of Medicare
For All: “If we’re going to force people to make these radical changes ... .” Sanders
throws up his hands in frustration, and Hickenlooper continues “…Throw your hands up!”
An exasperated Sanders does so again.

